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● The use of e-bikes has rapidly 

grown.

● The rise in EB use in Israel, in 

contrast to other countries around 

the word,  is especially high among 

teenagers and children, aged 16 and 

below.

● Subsequent increase:

● in exposure to traffic

● in injuries among teenager

SPIs: the concept (III)

Background
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● A focus on adult behavior: 

● The majority of academic 

literature on e-cyclists’ focuses on 

riding behavior and on perceptions 

of risk 

● There is no  academic literature on 

EB use in Israel

● Popular media has been covering the 

topic, highlighting dangerous teen 

behavior 

SPIs: the concept (III)
Background

Giving electric bicycles to children? 

It’s like handing them a gun!!!
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SPIs: the concept (III)

Objectives

Assessing the characteristics of teens using EB

Examining risk perceptions of EB use

Mapping personal and peer related attitudes to EB use

.
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Methodology

The study is made up of two complementing methods:

●Focus groups – four groups from different schools

●Survey – using a closed questionnaire 
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The sample

● 326 students, between the ages 14-18, studying in the 9th-

12th grades.

● 8 schools: 4 high schools, 4 junior high schools

● All schools were within Israel’s central region, where

cycling in general and e-cycling in particular are prevalent. 

● The cities: Tel Aviv, Ramat Gan, Kfar Saba, and Netanya.
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The questionnaire

●The questionnaire  includes: 

●Demographic characteristics 

●EB specifics: daily activities, travel needs, typical EB routes,

stated EB priorities and needs

●Risk perceptions.
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Sample features

N =326

Percent Trait

49.5 Boys

50.5 Girls

52.0 Less than 16 years old

48.0 More than 16 years old

33.7 Riding electric bicycle

73.3 Have you used a push-bike before 
using  electric bicycles 

More than 16 years old Less than 16 years old

39% 28% Use of EB
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• Only 21% of the population haven’t ever 

travelled abroad.

• More than half of the population own 2 or 

more cars.

• 96% have a smartphones

Socio-economic characteristics
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The use of bicycles among teens in 2011 in Israel?

School mode preferences based on survey - 2011

• being driven

• Differences are 

significant

• Cycle
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SPIs: the concept (III)

Main results of the survey
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SPIs: the concept (III)

During the last week, what were the main destinations you visited, 
and which travel mode did you use?

Bus or taxi 
service

Car with 
parents Riding an EB Walking School

9 15 64 17 Sports center

1 10 52
5

Mall / commercial 

center

13 19 64 12 Payed entertainment 

activity

0 13 77 15 A friend's house

3 11 64 17 Park

3 6 22 2 Other
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Impact on travel behavior
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Where do you prefer riding your bicycle?
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SPIs: the concept (III)

Knowledge of the law

About 40% don’t know the 

law?

Parents and teachers are not 

the main information source?
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SPIs: the concept (III)

Knowledge of the law

30% of the student don’t 

know the law in regard to 

the use of the  helmet
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SPIs: the concept (III)

EB behaviors

Only 32% of the population 

operated the electric motor 

in accordance with the law?

Only 19% of the population’s 

friends operated the electric 

motor in accordance with the 
law?
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SPIs: the concept (III)
EB riders’ behaviors

Relatively many EB riders 

behave dangerously

During the last month, have you usually at night:
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SPIs: the concept (III)

Risks

Car drivers are the 

most dangerous 

factor.

A high percentage of the 
EB riders have been in an 

“almost

an accident” situation.

EB users aged more than 
16 are more likely to be in 

an “almost an accident”

situation 22

SPIs: the concept (III)Changes in Travel behavior

EB is he best travel 

mode to school
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SPIs: the concept (III)
What factors make it difficult for you to choose riding an 
electric bicycle

Frequency Reasons

99 The high retail price of electric bicycles

56 Riding an electric bicycle is illegal

172 Fear of road accidents

32 Fear of the weight of the bicycle and the difficulty of 
maneuvering it

64 Fear of being  stolen

46 Lack of bicycle paths for easy riding

89 Parental resistance

40 Electric bicycles are a "cheat" and are not a healthy transportation 
tool, since they require less physical effort

23 Other
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Who uses EB

▪ Boys are more likely to use EB.

▪ The more one travels abroad the less one uses EB.

▪ The more cars in the households the more likelihood to use EB

▪ No correlation between owning smartphones and using EB.

▪ No correlation between the number of cars in the household and 

the number of trips abroad?
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Factors mediating risky behaviors

▪ EB riders influenced by their peers’ behavior – statistically significant

▪ Risk perception influence risky behavior.

▪ Boys are less likely to use helmets.

▪ The older the child the less likely to use a helmet.
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Summary

• The use of EB improves teens’ mobility independence and 

reduces dependence on parents.

• Most teens prefer to use bicycle paths, which mostly do not 

exist?

• Students perceive the behavior of drivers as the most 

dangerous impediment.
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Thank you!


